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W A T E R F I R E



SYNESTHESIA The experience of one sense as the result of the 

stimulation of another sense; for example, an experience of colour 

may result from hearing a sound. —The Hutchinson Dictionary of 

Ideas

W
aterFire® is a work of art that involves move-

ment, participation and surprise. When visi-

tors encounter WaterFire, they cannot absorb 

the sculpture from just their sense of sight or 

even from a single vantage point—they must 

walk through the installation and they must use all five of their 

senses. WaterFire is full of motion—throughout the night the fire-

tenders stoke the fires, the boats glide past the flames, the rivers 

flow quietly beneath the braziers, the sparks whirl through the 

night air, and the flickering flames reflect off the dark surface of 

the water, animating the architectural fabric of the city.

The multi-sensory stimulation of WaterFire transforms our per-

ceptions of the urban landscape. WaterFire opens all of our senses 

to our surroundings—it invites us to slow down and walk through 

the city in the European tradition of the paseo and the passeggiata. 

We savor the artwork’s surprises, view the city’s vistas and min-

gle with our fellow citizens. In the process, we recreate the public 

spaces of downtown Providence.



CEREMONY Expression of shared feelings and attitudes through 

more or less formally ordered actions of an essentially symbolic 

nature performed on appropriate occasions. A ceremony involves 

stereotyped bodily movements, often in relation to objects pos-

sessing symbolic meaning… Ceremonies express, perpetuate, and 

transmit elements of the value and sentiment system and… they 

intensify the solidarity of the participants. —The New Columbia 

Encyclopedia

T
he Classical Greek philosophers divided the world into 

four elements—earth, air, fire, and water. In the Chi-

nese tradition there are five elements—earth, air, fire, 

and water, plus wood (or paper). In the Indian Buddhist 

tradition, the world is also composed of five elements—

earth, air, fire, and water, plus space. Each of these five elements 

is paired with one of our five senses: fire is associated with sight; 

water with taste; earth with smell; and air with touch. The last 

element, empty space or the void, corresponds with sound and 

hearing. WaterFire incorporates all of these elements from these 

traditional systems into a new harmonious whole.

As WaterFire begins, the empty void is invoked through the striking 

of a large gong, which heralds the setting of the sun, the lighting of 

the fires and the beginning of the music for the evening. Music from 

all over the world and the gentle percussion of the crackling fires 

add a rich accompaniment to the more familiar sounds of urban 

life. An unexpected operatic aria blends with the wind, or a linger-

ing minor chord from a nocturne intermingles with the sound of 

rippling water. These juxtapositions heighten our awareness and 

intensify our experience of our surroundings. The elements water 

and fire are obviously the heart of the sculpture installation. The 

flames replace the glare of electrical light with the glow of ancient 

fire and celebrate a contemporary city’s heritage by illuminating 

its historic architecture with firelight. The reflective waters of the 

Providence, Woonasquatucket and Moshassuck Rivers unite the 

individual bonfires into a shimmering ribbon that winds through 

the park. Both water and fire are seen as living entities that pos-

sess a will and a spirit of their own. Water and fire symbolize life, 

fertility, creativity and inspiration in cultures around the world. 

At the same time, water and fire also represent loss, death, and 

destruction. Water and fire are mutually destructive—water will 

extinguish a flame, just as fire will boil water away to nothing. The 

cold, dark sheen of the rivers temper the exuberance of the fires 

while the bright dancing flames enliven the quiet surface of the 

water. The delicate and unlikely balance of these two opposing 

forces creates the magic that lies at the heart of WaterFire.
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COMMUNITAS The sense of sharing or intimacy that develops 

among persons who share a group experience. —The Random 

House Dictionary of English Language

T
he other elements of earth, air and wood are repre-

sented as well. We see earth represented in the iron 

of the braziers and wood in the logs and kindling. We 

smell the fragrance of the pine and cedar in the air that 

envelops downtown in an ancient incense. The sparks 

from the wood fires reveal the swirling currents of the air—the 

same element also carries the music to our ears. As we promenade 

along the river, enjoying the scent and warmth in the air, we share 

not only a physical space, but also an atmospheric aura—both tan-

gible and emotional. We find different pleasures in our individual 

reveries at WaterFire. As we stroll among the celebrants along the 

riverbanks, we are brought out of ourselves and joined together in 

a shared aesthetic encounter reminiscent of an ancient communal 

ritual. 

The lighting of the WaterFire bonfires brings people and light and 

celebration to the dark streets and silent waterways of Providence. 

Log by log, fire by fire, night by night, and person by person, to-

gether we reclaim and rebuild our city. By gathering together at 

the heart of our downtown we are reaffirming our personal com-

mitment to our community. All of us, both on the water and on the 

shore, are active participants in the creation of WaterFire. As we 

return home from the fires, we bring the magic of the evening and 

the spirit of the community back with us to our homes—along with 

a hint of the sweet scent of cedar.
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MUSIC OF WATERFIRE. The music of WaterFire Providence is an 

integral component to the sculpture. The soundtrack interacts with 

the acoustics of the river walkways and the natural sounds of over 

80 blazing fires. WaterFire Providence is accompanied by music 

selected by Barnaby Evans that combines recorded natural sounds 

with eclectic and unusual music related to the ritual, religious, and 

symbolic sources of the sculpture. The soundtrack changes with 

each performance and works by artists from throughout the globe 

are deliberately juxtaposed. The emotional character of the music 

is opposed to the minimalism of the sculpture—just as fire is paired 

with water. The music program begins before sunset and ends at 

Midnight on all full WaterFire lightings.

ARTIST BIO. Barnaby Evans is an artist who works in many media 

including site-specific sculpture installations, photography, garden 

design, architectural projects, film, writing and conceptual works. 

His original training was in the sciences, but he has been working 

exclusively as an artist and teacher for thirty years. For a full bio 

please visit: https://waterfire.org/about/barnaby-evans-artist/

DETAILS. All Full WaterFire installations light up over eighty bra-

ziers from Waterplace Park to Memorial/South Main Street Park on 

the below scheduled evenings. Lighting occurs shortly after sunset 

and the event continues until half past midnight. Basin WaterFire 

installations are a smaller version of the event; lighting up the cir-

cle of twenty-two braziers in the Waterplace Park Basin and the 

five braziers leading up to the Providence Place mall.

The WaterFire Arts Festival Plaza will return to Washington Street 

for most full lightings with local artists presenting and selling their 

work.  Food vendors will be located on Washington, College and 

Steeple Streets and National Grid will be providing charging sta-

tions for the public to use to power up their mobile devices for 

free throughout the installation again this year. Visitors can pick 

up a brochure/map in many local hotels or at the event at one of 

WaterFire Providence’s guest greeter stations or at the WaterFire 

Store on Canal Street that lists all events and activities throughout 

the day and evening.\
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APRIL
SATURDAY 8. Basin Lighting. Sun-

set: 7:19 pm. Sponsored by Hemo-

philia Federation Of America.

FRIDAY 28. Basin Lighting. The 

fires will be lit at 8:30 pm. Spon-

sored by Rotary Conference 2017, 

LLC.

MAY
FRIDAY 19. Basin Lighting. Sun-

set: 8:10 pm Sponsored by Bank of 

America and Brown University.

SATURDAY 27. Full Lighting. Sun-

set: 8:03 pm. Sponsored by Prov-

idence College: 100 Years of Light 

– Celebrating a Century of Values 

that Endure.

JUNE
SATURDAY 10. Full Lighting. Sun-

set: 8:20 pm. Sponsored by RI Day 

of Portugal and Rhode Island Col-

lege with its Institute for Portu-

guese and Luso phone World 

Studies, with the generous support 

of Textron Charitable Trust.

SATURDAY 24. Full Lighting. Sun-

set: 8:25 pm. Sponsored by Cox 

Business.

WEDNESDAY 28. Basin Lighting. 

Sunset 8:25 pm. Sponsored by the 

National Federation of State High 

School Associations.

JULY
SATURDAY 8. Full Lighting. Sun-

set: 8:22 pm. Sponsored by Nation-

al Grid.

FRIDAY 14. Basin Lighting. Sunset: 

8:20 pm. National Governors As-

sociation Summer Meeting Spon-

sored by the National Governors 

Association.

THURSDAY 20. Basin Lighting. 

Sunset: 8:15 pm. Sponsored by the 

International Conference on Mer-

cury as a Global Pollutant.

SATURDAY 22. Full Lighting. Sun-

set: 8:14 pm. Featuring WaterFire’s 

Community Paddling Event – Clear 

Currents Sponsored by Amica In-

surance and Fidelity Investments.

THURSDAY 27. Basin Lighting. 

Sunset: 8:09 pm. Sponsored by 

Commission on Accreditation for 

Law Enforcement (CALEA) Summer 

Conference.

AUGUST
SATURDAY 5. Full Lighting. Sunset: 

7:59 pm. C is for Cure: A WaterFire 

Lighting for RI Defeats Hepatitis C. 

Sponsored by GILEAD America.

SEPTEMBER
SUNDAY 3. Full Lighting. Sunset: 

7:15 pm. Sponsored by the Provi-

dence Tourism Council.

SATURDAY 23. Full Lighting. Sun-

set 6:41 pm. Sponsored by the Uni-

versity of Rhode Island: Celebrat-

ing 125 years of Thinking Big.

SATURDAY 30. Full Lighting. Sun-

set: 6:29 pm. Flames of Hope a 

Celebration of Life™. Sponsored 

by Gloria Gemma Breast Cancer 

Resource Foundation.

FireBall

OCTOBER
THURSDAY 19. 5:30 – 11:00 pm 

at the WaterFire Arts Center. The 

FireBall is our annual fundraiser. 

This is not a WaterFire lighting, 

but it’s still a lot of fun. The stellar 

celebration at the future home of 

WaterFire Providence! Get your 

tickets today!

NOVEMBER
SATURDAY 4. Full Lighting. Sun-

set: 5:36 pm. WaterFire Salute to 

Veterans.






